
 
 

EMBASSY OF HUNGARY 
RIYADH 

 

CHECKLIST 
Documents Required for Tourist Visa Application 

 
  Country of Destination: HUNGARY     LITHUANIA     SLOVAKIA 

 

Family members of an EEA citizen1, travelling together with or to the EEA citizen required to submit only the 

documents No: 1.-5. and 7-8., moreover the copy of original Marriage or Birth Certificate issued by the EEA Member 

State justifying the family status in the Member State and one copy of relevant passport pages of the EEA citizen. 

 

 
Please Note: 
- Applications must be submitted in person 
- The translation of all Arabic documents into English is mandatory 
 

Remarks: 
 
 
 

Declaration 
I have been informed that the application without a complete set of documentation according to the abovementioned checklist may result the rejection 
of my visa application. Besides, the Embassy of Hungary in Riyadh reserves the right to ask for additional supporting documents and does not guarantee 
the issuance of a Visa. 
 

Date:     
    

 Applicant’s Signature  VFS Officer’s Signature 
 

                                                            
1 - the Visa is Free of Charge 
2 - for children registered in a parent´s passport, a separate application needs to be submitted 
   - for applicants under 18, the application form should be signed by the parent/ legal guardian and the parent´s/legal guardian´s passport copy must 
be attached. 

1. Visa Application Form duly filled in English and signed2 

2. One passport-sized photograph, not older than 6 months (full face, no face cover for Ls. or head cover for GMs.) 

3. 
Passport valid for further three months period after the intended departure from the territory of the Schengen 
States containing at least two opposite blank pages and issued within the previous 10 years 

4. 
One copy of relevant passport pages (data page, pages containing previous Schengen visas and eventually 
refusal stamps 

5. Only for Non GCC nationality: Valid iqama and one copy thereof 

6. 
Original, or copy of travel medical insurance covering the entire period of intended stay, valid for all Schengen 
States and covering any expenses including death during stay. The minimum coverage must be 30.000 Euros. 

7. Copy of flight ticket or flight reservation including return flight. 

8. Only for Non GCC nationality: Copy of valid exit/re-entry visa 

9. 
a.) GCC nationality: Bank account statements for the past 3 months. 
b.) Non GCC nationality: Bank account statements for the past 6 months. 
c.) Non GCC nationality employed by a family (maid, driver, etc.): Bank account statement of the Sponsor 

10. 
a.) Certificate of employment: position, length of contract and salary, stamped by the Chamber of Commerce, or 
b.) Self-sponsored: valid original trade license and 1 copy thereof with English translation 
c.) Non GCC nationality employed by a family (maid, driver, etc.): Guarantee letter of the Sponsor 

11. 
Proof of accommodation during the intended stay (Hotel reservation, or copy of a rental contract or proof of 
residential property) 

12. Only for Non GCC nationality: Questionnaire duly filled in English and signed and put into a closed envelop 


